
New Zealand "dirty politics" and corruption
destroys lives
New Zealand dirty politics and corruption is at endemic proportions under the NZ National party, New
Zealand citizens human and civil rights are being violated.

WELLINGTON, WAIRARAPA, NEW ZEALAND., September 19, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In the

Do not judge a country by
how wealthy and influential
the people at the top are,
judge a country by how the
people at the top treat the
most vulnerable citizens

Nelson Mandela.

wake of New Zealand "dirty politics" a former New Zealand
customs lawyer has turned whistleblower in the hope he will
bring attention to the actions of some government ministers
and executives.
link to this story, http://tinyurl.com/k5kn64c, Former high up
New Zealand government customs lawyer turned
whistleblower, more NZ "dirty politics" 

Dirty politics and corruption destroys lives, here is what
happened when i tried to seek accountability for a systemic

complaint.

My name is,Paul Riddler, i am a TBI survivor, my partner is also disabled from a serious stroke.

Our lives have been destroyed by a corrupt, primary health and disability complaints mechanism,
Nationwide health and disability advocacy service and "dirty politics"

I supplied full document proof to the New Zealand Ombudsmens office, no investigation was
undertaken, the file was closed.

The possibility exists that a former, New Zealand government minister influenced multiple government
entities, and instructed them to conceal my serious complaint, and instructed them not to provide me
with legal representation, which i sought through the, Office of human rights proceedings, OHRP, i
provided full documented proof to the OHRP.

I am my partners principle carer now, we have been subjected to further wrongdoing by the
government, i have tried to stand up for my rights as given to disabled people by the, United Nations
CRPD, the New Zealand Ombudsmens office is a monitoring partner for the, CRPD.
Here is a link to one if my OIA requests,  Human rights complaints New Zealand - a Official
Information Act request to Health and Disability Commissioner - FYI - http://tinyurl.com/nrfnfqy

Paul Riddler
Disabled human rights campainger.
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